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BT’s marketing team asked Ebiquity to create a 
consistent, best-in-class measurement framework 
to evaluate marketing performance across its 
group of companies – BT, BT Enterprise, EE, and 
Plusnet – in the short, medium, and long term. 
They wanted to be able to make informed budget 
allocation decisions across brands, campaigns, and 
media
channels.

Working closely with the client’s insight, 
marketing, and commercial teams, Ebiquity has 
provided BT with a holistic view of marketing 
performance. The approach combines both 
Marketing Mix Modelling and Brand Equity 
Modelling.

Our Advanced Analytics team has enabled BT 
Group to balance investment across brands, 
identify media opportunities, and improve overall 
marketing returns without sacrificing long-term 
performance. This evidence-based approach in 
marketing decision-making led to a 16% increase 
in marketing effectiveness for one brand and 
enhanced profit across the portfolio.

16%



As part of its programme of digital transformation, 
Reckitt Benckiser – recently rebranded as Reckitt -
was looking  to increase effectiveness and 
eliminate  waste across its digital investment. The 
company wanted to develop a new  and consistent 
framework for tracking  digital media investment 
in biddable  channels. In this way, media teams  
could demonstrate savings to finance  colleagues 
in each market.

Ebiquity’s Digital Innovation Centre  worked with 
Reckitt’s central team, local  markets, and agency 
partners to enhance and implement a set of global  
Productivity Principles designed to  incentivise 
more effective trading.
Powered by automated data extracted  directly 
from source, RB’s new robust governance 
framework generates timely, actionable insights 
across all  markets and brands. It provides  
consistency and a complete overview  of digital 
efficiency and effectiveness  across markets.

Our next-generation Source Data  Monitoring 
solution now governs all  RB’s biddable digital 
media spend,  consistently driving improvements 
and  minimizing wastage. In 2020, we  identified a 
value opportunity of 22%  of digital spend through 
this  governance programme. Through our  change 
management programme,
RB reinvested up to 12% of this  opportunity in 
better-performing  placements in the second half 
of 2020.

22%



At a global level, Audi has put in place  initiatives 
designed to deliver best-in- class digital marketing 
operations. The  company’s focus for 2020 was to  
understand if and how local markets had aligned 
behind these plans. In  particular, the global team 
wanted to  know how well markets were using ad  
tech to secure superior efficiency and  quality 
audiences.

Our technical and operational expertise  in ad tech 
allows us to combine traditional interviews with 
live platform demonstrations. We customised and  
deployed our tried-and-tested market  
engagement programme across 14  markets, 
enabling us to:

Dive deep into the full tech stack to assess 
whether it was set up and  working in accordance 
with the central governance guidelines

Check if and how the audience quality standards 
and goals were being maintained

We helped determine Audi’s strategic  and 
operational capabilities at a  market level. Our 
approach highlighted areas for improvement and 
surfaced emerging issues that required central  
support and focus for the year ahead.  Thanks to 
our independence and experience, Audi continues 
to nurture  an always-learning, always-evolving  
dialogue with its markets.


